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Abstract: We use the Euler-Maclaurin formula and the Feynman-Kac formula to extend
our previous method of computation of the spectral action based on the Poisson summation
formula. We show how to compute directly the spectral action for the general case of
Robertson-Walker metrics. We check the terms of the expansion up to a6 against the known
universal formulas of Gilkey and compute the expansion up to a10 using our direct method.
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1 Introduction
In a previous paper [14] we devised a method based on the Poisson summation formula
to compute the spectral action up to arbitrary order for geometric spaces possessing a lot
of symmetries such as products of spheres by tori. It is natural to wonder whether this
method extends to compute the spectral action for the general case of Robertson-Walker
metrics. We show in this paper that this is the case. We start by showing in section 2
that for even dimensional spheres one can use the Euler-Maclaurin formula instead of the
Poisson summation formula to compute all terms of the asymptotic expansion. Moreover
this method is fairly general and applies as soon as the spectral multiplicity is a polynomial
and one has a polynomial expression for the squared eigenvalues. To cover the general case
of Robertson-Walker metrics we first reduce in section 3 the computation of the spectrum
of the Dirac operator to a one dimensional problem and then use the Feynman-Kac formula
to compute the spectral action. We first prepare the ground in sections 4 and 5, by per-
forming the computation of the terms up to a6 using the universal formulas of Gilkey. As
another preparation we use, in section 6 the semiclassical approximation to get the accurate
value of the first term a0. In section 7 we explain how to use the Feynman-Kac formula
to compute all terms of the expansion, up to surface terms, using the Euler-Maclaurin for-
mula. We check the even terms up to a6 against the universal formulas. This check is quite






the a6 term. But it leads us to a puzzle since the method yields non vanishing odd terms
such as a1, a3 etc. in the expansion. In section 8 we resolve this puzzle by showing that the
operator used in our computation was only similar to the Dirac operator and the natural
symmetry of the latter entails the vanishing of the local formulas for the odd terms while
justifying the computation of the even ones. We also show that this natural symmetry
allows one to use the Poisson summation formula instead of the Euler-Maclaurin formula,
and this simplification allows us to compute the local formula up to a10 while giving an
efficient algorithm to compute terms of arbitrary order. Finally we give in section 9 some
open questions concerning the general terms of the expansion and the conceptual meaning
of the use of the Brownian bridge. This paper is a mathematical preparation for the goal
of exploring the cosmological implications of the spectral action principle ([17, 18, 20, 21]).
2 S4, Euler-Maclaurin formula and 11
120
In this section we explain the relevance of the Euler Maclaurin formula in the computation
of the spectral action for spaces whose Dirac spectrum has two properties
• The eigenvalues of the Dirac operator D are of the form ±h(k), where h(x)2 is a
polynomial function of x.
• The multiplicity of ±h(k) is a polynomial P (k) in k.
In [14] we considered the case of odd spheres with their round metric and in this case the
polynomial P is even so that one can use the Poisson summation formula to compute the
spectral action. We also treated the case of the even sphere S4 using the zeta function
which is straightforward to compute, and given by
Tr(|D|−s) = 4
3
(ζ(s− 3)− ζ(s− 1)) . (2.1)
This function has a value at s = 0 given using









The same computation gives the full asymptotic expansion of the trace of the heat kernel
θ(t) = Trace(e−tD
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Now recall that the value of the Riemann zeta function at odd negative integers is given by
























The Bernoulli numbers are the value at u = 0 of the Bernoulli polynomials Bn(u)
which are defined inductively as follows
B0(x) = 1 , B
′




Equivalently, these polynomials can be introduced using the generating function
F (u, t) =
teut





























which we shall now use to compute the expansion in the even sphere case. For S4, the
eigenvalues of Dirac are the ±k with multiplicity 23(k3−k). This shows that the eigenvalues
0 and ±1 are not there (multiplicity zero) and the multiplicity of the eigenvalue k2 of D2
is 43(k
3 − k). We first take the test function
f(u) = e−tu
2




(x3 − x)f(x) = 4
3
(x3 − x)e−tx2





















(1 + t) , g(j−1)(0) = O(t) , ∀j > 4





















































(x3 − x)e−tx2dx = 2
3
(t−2 − t−1)
does not contribute to the constant term in t.
Let us now use (2.4) and the Euler Maclaurin formula to compute the full asymptotic
expansion in powers of t. One has
g(2m−1)(0)































The Euler-Maclaurin formula holds for any smooth function and the only thing one needs












In the case of the spectral action for S4 we apply the Euler-Maclaurin formula to the
function g(x) = f(tx2)(x3 − x) and the derivatives g(m)(0) of this odd function at x = 0
are of the form,
g′(0) = −f(0)
g(3)(0) = 6f(0)− 6tf ′(0)
g(5)(0) = 120 tf ′(0)− 60 t2f ′′(0)
g(7)(0) = 2520 t2f ′′(0)− 840 t3f (3)(0)
g(9)(0) = 60480 t3f (3)(0)− 15120 t4f (4)(0)
g(11)(0) = 1663200 t4f (4)(0)− 332640 t5f (5)(0)





































= t(m−3)/2Pm(u, t, f (k)(u2))
where Pm(u, t, f
(k)(u2)) is a polynomial in u,t and finitely many derivatives of f evaluated
at u2. In particular this gives Rm = O(t
(m−4)/2) when f is smooth with compact support or
more generally belongs to the Schwartz space. This implies that when f is a cutoff function,
i.e. a smooth function with compact support with all higher derivatives f (k)(0) = 0 for all
















The advantages of this method are that not only one controls the size of the remainder for
arbitrary test functions f but also that it can be used generally for spaces for which one
has a polynomial expression Q(k) for the squared eigenvalues of the Dirac operator and a
polynomial multiplicity P (k). One applies the same method as above with
g(x) = f(tQ(x))P (x).
3 Dirac operator for Robertson-Walker metrics
The starting point in the evaluation of a spectral action is the Dirac operator of the relevant
geometry. The (Euclidean) Robertson-Walker metric of dimension 4 with the symmetry of
the round sphere S3 is read from the line element
ds2 = dt2 + a2 (t)
(
dχ2 + sin2 χ
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
))
. (3.1)
The computation is most efficiently done by using a frame θa so that the line element
simplifies to ds2 = θaθa where the flat indices a, b, · · · , are contracted with the Euclidean
metric δab. Thus the frame is given by
θ0 = dt (3.2)
θ1 = a (t) dχ (3.3)
θ2 = a (t) sinχdθ (3.4)















θ0 ∧ θ2 + cotχ
a




θ0 ∧ θ3 + cotχ
a
θ1 ∧ θ3 + cot θ
a sinχ
θ2 ∧ θ3. (3.9)
where a′ denotes time derivative. The spin-connection is defined by
dθa = ωab ∧ θb (3.10)
ωab = θcω abc (3.11)
The non-vanishing components of ωabc are

























































D3 is directly related to the Dirac operator on S

























where the σj are the Pauli matrices. In fact more precisely one has













Moreover γ0D3 has the same square as D3 since γ
0 anti commutes with D3 and has square






















One can view the vectors in the Hilbert space of spinors as functions ξ(t) of t with values in
L2(S3,Σ)⊕ L2(S3,Σ)
where Σ is the spinor bundle on S3 and the square norm of ξ is given by∫
||ξ(t||2a(t)3dt
corresponding to the volume form for the Robertson-Walker metric
√
g = a3 sin2 χ sin θ









| k ∈ Z, k ≥ 0
}













. For d = 3 we get the multiplicity





, which means the multiplicity x2− 14 for all odd half-
integers. Thus decomposing the vector valued function ξ(t) in terms of the eigenfunctions
of the operators ±DiracS3 for the eigenvalue λ, one reduces the problem to the direct sum























One can move back to the standard measure dt in the variable t by the transformation
v (t) = a−
3
2u (t) (3.21)


















which occurs with multiplicity 2(n+1)(n+2). We shall in section 6 and section 7 compute
the spectral functions of the direct sum of the operators Hn = H
+
n with the multiplicity
given by
µ (n) = 4(n+ 1)(n+ 2) (3.23)
The obtained result will be shown to differ by a surface term from the correct result for
the original four-dimensional eigenvalue problem, which corresponds to the direct sum of
the operators H+n ⊕H−n with multiplicity 12µ(n). This important nuance coming from the




a′ will be dealt with at the beginning of section 8 using
time reversal.
As a simple example we take the case of the 4-sphere where a(t) = sin(t) and t ∈ [0, π].
We find that the spectrum of the operator H±n is given by

































































2 + 3n+ n2
)
s+ . . .
This expansion gives a divergent sum for the summation over n and is useless so it is better
to use the zeta function. Taking f(x) = x−s/2 instead of f(x) = e−sx
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(ζ(s− 3)− ζ(s− 1))
4 Spectral action for Robertson-Walker metrics
In this section we give the spectral action for the Robertson-Walker metric starting from
the universal formula of Gilkey. To do this we will have to specify all geometric quantities.
Starting from
dθa = ωab ∧ θb (4.1)
Rab = dωab − ωac ∧ ωcb (4.2)
so that the torsion
T a = dθa − ωabθb = 0 (4.3)
and dT a = −Rabθb. This is consistent with our definition of the Lorentz covariant derivative









Rµνab = ∂µωνab − ωµacωνcb − µ←→ ν (4.6)



















Covariant derivatives with respect to curved indices are related to those of tangent space
indices through the equation
∂µeνa − ωµabeνb − Γρµν (g) eρa = 0 (4.7)
which makes the covariant derivative with respect to tangent space vectors
DµVa = ∂µVa − ωµabVb (4.8)
equivalent to covariant derivatives with respect to vectors over the manifold
∇µVν = ∂µVν − ΓρµνVρ (4.9)
where Vν = e
a





























which give the relations









The components of the Ricci tensor are then











= R22 = R33 (4.13)
and finally










The Weyl tensor defined by
Cabcd = Rabcd − 1
2








vanishes for the Robertson-Walker metric:





R = 0 (4.15)





R = 0 (4.16)








(−1 + a′(t)2) a′′(t)
a(t)3
For an operator of the form
D2 = − (gµν∂µ∂ν +Aµ∂µ +B) (4.17)




























(−12R+ 5R2 − 2R2µν + 2R2µνρσ







gµν (Aν + Γν) (4.21)
E = B − gµν (∂µων + ωµων − Γρµνωρ) (4.22)
Ωµν = ∂µων − ∂νωµ + [ωµ, ων ] (4.23)












R abµν γab (4.26)








































































While the surface term comes from −12R+ 60E = 3R with
R = R;aa = Dae
0
aR



















so that 3Tr(1)R gives a factor 3× 4× 6 = 72 in front of the parenthesis. This gives the






































3a2a(4) + 9aa′a(3) + 3aa
′′2 − 4a′2a′′ − 5a′′
)
. (4.33)
We note that this is a linear combination of the total derivative R and the Gauss-Bonnet
topological combination. Thus a4 does not contribute to the dynamics of the spectral










(−18C2µνρσ + 11R∗R∗ + 12R)
since the Weyl tensor vanishes.
5 Calculation of a6
To calculate the next term in the spectral action we start with Gilkey’s formula. This
is fairly complicated, we thus partition the expression into four blocks. The first block







(−182R+ 17R;aR;a − 2Rab;cRab;c − 4Rab;cRbc;a
+9Rabcd;eRabcd;e + 28RR− 8RabRab + 24RabRbc;ac + 12RabcdRabcd)
The second block depends cubically on the curvature Rabcd and its contractions but not
its derivatives:
1





(−35R3 + 42RRabRab − 42RRabcdRabcd + 208RabRbcRca






The third block depends on the curvatures Ωab and their derivatives as well as the curvatures






gTr (8Ωab;cΩab;c + 2Ωab;bΩac;c + 12ΩabΩab
−12ΩabΩbcΩca − 6RabcdΩabΩcd + 4RabΩacΩbc − 5RΩabΩab)








62E + 60EE + 30E;aE;a + 60E
3 + 30EΩabΩab − 10RE
−4RabE;ab − 12R;aE;a − 30RE2 − 12RE + 5R2E − 2RabRabE + 2RabcdRabcdE
)
.
In our case E = 14R.1 and Ωµν =
1
4Rµνabγab. Calculating the traces and using the identities
Tr (γabγcd) = −4 (δacδbd − δadδbc)
Tr (γabγcdγef ) = 4 [( δbc (δaeδdf − δafδde) − a←→ b)− c←→ d]















RacdeRbcde , Ωab;bΩac;c → −1
2






Note that all other terms have an additional factor Tr(1) = 4 in the computation of their

































































Rab;c = ecRab − ωcadRdb − ωcbdRad (5.3)













Notice that this last relation shows that one must be very careful in working with co-
variant derivatives which arise because of the split between space and time coordinates.
Complications start with second derivatives:
Rab = Dc (DcRab)
= ec (ecRab − ωcadRdb − ωcbdRad)− ωccd (edRab − ωdaeReb − ωdbeRae)
− ωcad (ecRdb − ωcdeReb − ωcbeRde)− ωcbd (ecRad − ωcaeRed − ωcdeRae)
More complicated is
Rabcd = De (DeRabcd)
= ee (DeRabcd)− ωeefDfRabcd − ωeafDeRebcd
− ωebfDeRafcd − ωecfDeRabfd − ωedfDeRabcf
where
DeRabcd = eeRabcd − ωeafRfbcd − ωebfRafcd − ωecfRabfd − ωedfRabcf
We note that all the components of the tensors such as
R , R;a , R;ab , Rab , Rab;c , Rab;cd , Rabcd , Rabcd;e , Rabcd;ef
are only functions of the variable t and not of the other variables χ, θ, φ even though the
variables χ, θ appear explicitly in some components of the connection ωabc. We omit the
lengthy steps, and we just list the final expressions. We start by the scalar curvature and the


























We also have easily R;aR;a = (R
























(R00 −R11)2 + 6a
′
a
R′11 (R00 −R11) (5.8)
















The term in RR is straightforward. For the next term in RabRab we use

































(R00 −R11) = R22 = R33 (5.11)



























Next for the term involving the full Riemann tensor RabcdRabcd one has






























= R1313 = R2323






















RabRcdRacbd = 6R00R11R0101 + 6R11R22R1212 (5.19)






































































































































































































































































































As an elementary test of this we evaluate the a6 coefficient for a sphere S
4 where a = sin t,
which implies
R = −12, R0101 = R1212 = −1, R00 = R11 = −3












which agrees with the expansion given in (2.6).
Substituting the expressions of R,R00, R11, R0101, R1212 into the above formula gives








































This expression is quite elaborate and it will be a major test for our direct method of
computation which we develop below, to check that we obtain the same result for a6.
This will be done in section 7. The above equality together with (4.27), (4.28), and the
computation of a4 determine the spectral action






Plf2a2 + f0a4 +M
−2
Pl f−2a6 (5.26)







uf (u) du, f2 =
∫ ∞
0
f (u) du, f0 = f (0) , f−2 = −f ′ (0) (5.27)
As a4 does not contribute to the dynamical equation for a (t), a6 will have non-trivial
effects on the standard model of cosmology.
6 Semi-classical approximation and a0
As shown in section 3, the square of the Dirac operator for the Robertson-Walker metric
associated to the function a(t) is intimately related to the direct sum of the operators Hn
given by
Hn = − d
2
dt2



















where Hn occurs with the multiplicity µ(n) = 4(n+ 1)(n+ 2) for all integers n ≥ 0. This





We take the functions f(u) = e−su and we look at the expansion when s → 0. At the
semi-classical level the operator is
Hn = p
2 + Vn(t)
and in this section we shall investigate what happens if we just use (for f(u) = e−su) the
first approximation to Trf (Hn) given by the semi-classical expression


















and thus the semi-classical approximation is given locally in t by the sum
∑
n≥0







We can use the Euler-Maclaurin formula to evaluate the summation in n and the first
contribution is an integral. As a function of n we are dealing with
µ(n)e−sVn(t) = 4(n+ 1)(n+ 2)es
(n+32)
a2














Next one has∫ ∞
3
2












































































−4 + 5 (a′)2
)
64a




















s is of the order of sα where α is the largest integer α < a/2. Thus for



















































and thus the asymptotic expan-






















−4 + 5 (a′)2
)
64a
This formula is not nice at all since
• It only involves a and a′ and hence cannot reproduce the curvature terms.
• It has non vanishing terms in odd powers of √s.
• The coefficient of 1/√s is not a total derivative.
This is of course to be expected since the approximation uses the wrong assumption that p
and the function a(t) commute. This assumption only holds in the case where a is constant,





which agrees with [14] thm. 3. In general the only term we can trust is the leading term
a0 =
a3












7 Feynman Kac formula and up to a6 with surface terms
In this section we use the Feynman Kac formula to compute the spectral action. We use



























where α is the Brownian bridge (see [22] Definition page 40) which is a Gaussian random
variable with covariance given by
E(α(u)α(v)) = u(1− v)






























by using the Euler-Maclaurin formula, which means replacing the discrete index n by the



































+ . . .
where the function ks is given by
ks(x) = (4x




























































dv = u(b− x)x
We use the Taylor expansion of a−2 and of a′a−2 for the expressions of u and b to get

















































We are first dealing with the integral term in the Euler-Maclaurin formula. Thus we can
use the formula (6.4). The leading term is unchanged and given by a(t)3/(2s2) as above.
When we use the additional terms for u and b we find that the term in 1s in the expansion








































(−1 + a′(t)2 + a(t)a′′(t))
4s














































(−3 + 4a(t)a′′(t))+ 2a(t)2a(3)(t))
and one finds that it is the total derivative of the following expression which vanishes at













− (5 + 4a′(t)2) a′′(t) + 3a(t)a′′(t)2 + 3a(t)(3a′(t)a(3)(t) + a(t)a(4)(t)))
This term agrees with (4.33) and is very interesting because it does not vanish for the

























In this expression the last two terms vanish at the end points of the time interval, but not
the first two. In fact the variation of the first two across the interval will not be zero in
general except when a′(t) vanishes at the boundary which is the case of S1 × S3. In the
sphere case the derivative at the end points is ±1 and this corresponds to smoothing out
the conical singularity at the boundary.
The computation of a6 is more complicated. To do the computation one needs to
compute the integrals of polynomials in the xj(α) under the Gaussian measure D[α] in
order to obtain the coefficients. We list in the appendix the table of the integrals which













































One checks that it agrees with the computation (5.25) using the Gilkey universal formula. It
is important to see why the discrete terms in the Euler-Maclaurin formula do not contribute

















and such terms disappear after the integration in D(α). In the general case the terms a6
and a8, since they have the denominator a(t) to some power, will be singular at t = 0, but
this singularity vanishes provided that a(2)(0) = 0 in the case of a6. These conditions are
verified for the sphere. In fact the smoothness of the metric at the pole t = 0 is equivalent
to the condition
a′(0) = ±1 , a(2n)(0) = 0, ∀n.
The results of this section leave us with a puzzle since we get the correct values for the
even terms but the method yields non vanishing odd terms such as a1, a3 etc. They give
surface terms whose integral vanishes but they seem to contradict the vanishing of the local
trace for the odd terms.
8 Full Dirac operator, Poisson summation and up to a10
In this section we resolve the above puzzle by showing that the operator used above,
namely the direct sum of the operators Hn = H
+
n with multiplicity µ(n), admits the same
even terms in its spectral expansion as the Dirac operator and the natural symmetry of
the latter entails the vanishing of the local formulas for the odd terms while justifying
the computation of the even ones. We also show that this natural symmetry allows one
to use the Poisson summation formula instead of the Euler-Maclaurin formula, and this
simplification allows us to compute the local formula up to a10 while giving an algorithm
to compute terms of arbitrary order.














+ V Tn (t) (8.1)













and this implies that the spectral asymptotics for the direct sum of theH−n with multiplicity
µ(n) are obtained from the above ones simply by replacing the derivatives a(k) by (−1)ka(k).
Thus no new computation is needed for the first terms and one checks that, for the Dirac






remain unchanged. We shall in fact go further and show how to use this added symmetry
to simplify the above computations trading the Euler-Maclaurin formula for the Poisson
































































































One then repeats the same computation as above and finds that all the terms aj for j odd








































































We then replace the monomials in the x(j) by their integral under D[α] computed using
integration by parts under the Gaussian measure and gathered in the table of the appendix.
The main result then is that this technique gives the full expansion of the spectral
action to arbitrary order. The proof is the same as in [14] using the fact that the remainder
in the Poisson summation formula has flat Taylor expansion.
For the a8 term one obtains the following expression
a8 = − 1
10080a(t)4
P (a)
P (a)=108a′(t)6a′′(t)− 108a(t)a′(t)5a(3)(t) + a′(t)4(27a′′(t)− 588a(t)a′′(t)2
+ 60a(t)2a(4)(t)
)− 3a(t)a′(t)3((9− 256a(t)a′′(t))a(3)(t) + 8a(t)2a(5)(t))
+ 3a(t)a′(t)2










− 5a(t)2a(7)(t)))+ a(t)2(43a′′(t)3 − 114a(t)a′′(t)4 + 69a(t)2a′′(t)2a(4)(t)
+ 2a(t)a′′(t)
(
45a(t)a(3)(t)2 − 18a(4)(t) + a(t)2a(6)(t))+ a(t)(− 24a(3)(t)2
+ 13a(t)2a(4)(t)2 + 16a(t)2a(3)(t)a(5)(t) + 3a(t)a(6)(t)− a(t)3a(8)(t)))























+ 3a′(t)6(5a′′(t)(−165 + 5096a(t)a′′(t))− 2046a(t)2a(4)(t))
+ 3a(t)a′(t)5((825− 34628a(t)a′′(t))a(3)(t) + 746a(t)2a(5)(t))
+ 3a(t)a′(t)4(3476a′′(t)2 − 54054a(t)a′′(t)3 + 14440a(t)2a′′(t)a(4)(t)
+ a(t)(10448a(t)a(3)(t)2 − 429a(4)(t)− 217a(t)2a(6)(t)))
+ 3a(t)2a′(t)3(78902a(t)a′′(t)2a(3)(t)− 2a′′(t)(2222a(3)(t) + 2127a(t)2a(5)(t))
+ a(t)(−7992a(t)a(3)(t)a(4)(t) + 154a(5)(t) + 55a(t)2a(7)(t)))
+ a(t)2a′(t)2(−11880a′′(t)3 + 111378a(t)a′′(t)4 − 68664a(t)2a′′(t)2a(4)(t)
+ 33a(t)(113a(3)(t)2 + 124a(t)2a(4)(t)2 + 192a(t)2a(3)(t)a(5)(t)− 4a(t)a(6)(t))
+ 3a(t)a′′(t)(−31973a(t)a(3)(t)2 + 1738a(4)(t) + 968a(t)2a(6)(t))− 43a(t)4a(8)(t))
+ a(t)3a′(t)(−117600a(t)a′′(t)3a(3)(t) + 66a′′(t)2(211a(3)(t) + 172a(t)2a(5)(t))
− 2a(t)a′′(t)(−19701a(t)a(3)(t)a(4)(t) + 693a(5)(t) + 238a(t)2a(7)(t))
+ a(t)(−2640a(3)(t)a(4)(t)− 2a(t)2(778a(4)(t)a(5)(t) + 537a(3)(t)a(6)(t))
+ 33a(t)(271a(3)(t)3 + a(7)(t)) + 18a(t)3a(9)(t))) + a(t)3(2354a′′(t)4
− 3a(t)a′′(t)(3446a′′(t)4 + 1243a(3)(t)2 + 924a′′(t)a(4)(t)) + 66a(t)2(331a′′(t)2a(3)(t)2
+ 160a′′(t)3a(4)(t)+6a(4)(t)2+9a(3)(t)a(5)(t)+4a′′(t)a(6)(t))−a(t)3(331a(3)(t)2a(4)(t)
+ 482a′′(t)a(4)(t)2 + 1110a′′(t)a(3)(t)a(5)(t) + 448a′′(t)2a(6)(t) + 11a(8)(t))
− 3a(t)4(74a(5)(t)2 + 116a(4)(t)a(6)(t) + 49a(3)(t)a(7)(t) + 6a′′(t)a(8)(t))
+ 3a(t)5a(10)(t)))












which agrees with the direct computation (2.6) of section 2. There is another very useful
test of the above computations which is to compute the divergence at t = 0. The test
is that this divergence should cancel under the hypothesis that a(2n) = 0 and a′(0) = 1.
For instance for the coefficient a10 above, one finds that the numerator admits, under the







2625a(3)(0)5 − 12712a(3)(0)3a(5)(0) + 6804a(3)(0)a(5)(0)2
+ 2592a(3)(0)2a(7)(0)− 1152a(5)(0)a(7)(0)− 240a(3)(0)a(9)(0)
)
t9 +O(t)10
which is of order 9 in t provided a(10)(0) = 0 and thus compensates the denominator a(t)9







We have developed in this paper a direct method for the computation of the spectral action
for Robertson-Walker metrics in Euclidean formulation. We have shown that our method,
based on the Euler-Maclaurin formula combined with the Feynman-Kac formula, gives the
same result for the local terms of the expansion as the Gilkey formulas up to a6. We have
computed the full expansion up to a10 and checked its accuracy by performing concrete
tests such as the direct comparison in the case of the 4-sphere. We have shown also how
to control the remainder in the asymptotic expansion which only gives an approximate
expression of the spectral action neglecting the role of the instanton contributions. In fact
besides giving the above explicit formulas our results suggest the following questions:
• Check the agreement between the above formulas for a8 and a10 and the universal
formulas of [1, 2] and [23].
• Show that the term a2n of the asymptotic expansion of the spectral action for
Robertson-Walker metrics is of the form Pn(a, . . . , a
(2n))/a2n−4 where Pn is a poly-
nomial with rational coefficients, and compute Pn.
• Is there a conceptual physical meaning for the role of the integration over the Brow-
nian bridge as a fluctuation of the time variable in passing from the semiclassical
approximation to the full spectral action?
A Table of integrals of polynomials in Brownian bridge variables
We give in this appendix the table of integrals of polynomials in the xj(α) under the
Gaussian measure D[α] corresponding to the Brownian bridge. The computations are
straightforward since they consist in integrating by parts under a Gaussian but time con-
suming so that it is useful to get the assistance of a computer. We list below the integrals
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